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MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-83185)  
FROM: SAC, WFO (105-36446)  

SUBJECT: EDUARDO JULIO WHITEHOUSE INSUA, aka IS-CUBA (OO:MM)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

Re WFO letter 7/26/60.

On 7/26/60, CSWF [1035] advised SA DONALD HOETING that he is not acquainted with the subject.

On 7/15/60, SWF [161] ST who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised SA HOETING that he met the subject on two or three occasions, many years ago, when the subject was a pilot with Cubana Airlines. He knows nothing of his past or present activities. The informant suggested that recent defected Cuban pilots of Cubana Airlines undoubtedly would know the subject. The informant was not aware of the identities of any of these exiled pilots.
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